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Initial Proposal 
Audience 
Primary: local decision makers 

Secondary: general public 

Goals 
Based on meetings with Jeffrey Fortkamp and the Community Research Partners team 
members, the following are goals of the social media campaign: 

• Get more clients to get a better return on investment 
• Expand the brand 
• Branch out beyond Columbus and central Ohio; eventually expand to the rest 

of the state and country 
• Be aware of current social media connections in terms of locations and 

reasons for interest in Community Research Partners 
• Promote annual event in September via social media  
• Incorporate social media into the September event itself 
• Increase social media presence and boost what already exists 
• Increase interaction component to social media presence; foster social media 

conversations 
• Highlight staff and other internal aspects of CRP via social media to increase 

credibility 
• Establish connections between clients and CRP reports via social media 
• Inform local policy makers 
• Create awareness of report information throughout general public 

 

Proposal 
Key components of successful social media campaign for Community Research Partners 
include: 

• Adding Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn to all materials produced by company to 

generate traffic for each medium 

• Audit current social media connections to identify trends in followers, friends, and links 

• Create QR code to apply to print materials for access to website 

• Change profile pictures to the face of the company 

Goals: 

-Increase social 
media presence 

-Expand company 
brand 

-Promote events 

-Reciprocate 
connections 
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• Update LinkedIn by: 

o Connecting all employees to corporate page 

o Connecting with past and present clients 

o Reciprocating connections 

o Adding material to content pages and for better aesthetics  

• Update Twitter by: 

o Tweet employee of the week to highlight great work 

o Tweet to clients—thanks and suggestions 

o Tweet before and after events 

o Ask for mentions, retweets, and favorites from clients 

• Create HooteSuite account to aggregate social media content and allow easier 

monitoring 

• Create social media templates for events: 

o Outlines of when and how to post 

 Before: Countdown so followers know of event and promote event 

 During: Unique event-related hashtags for live tweets 

 After: Thank attendees and tweeters, ask for feedback 

• Create social media template for report releases: 

o Explanation of report and information within 

o Connect report post to whom it will impact 

o Mention client in post and thank them 

• Analyze metrics of Facebook, LinkednIn, and Twitter 

• Survey others for feedback 

Collateral 
• List of suggested Twitter followers 

• List of suggested Facebook friends 

• List of suggested LinkedIn connections 

• QR Code 

• Posting schedules for social media 

• HootSuite account 

• Templates for posting events and reports 
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Survey 
The following survey was given to classmates to help asses some changes to Community 
Research Partners’ current and future social media presence: 
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Data Collected 
Visual Representations 
Overall, 10 out of 12 respondents (83.334%) preferred the Community Research Partners logo 
over employee photo for profile pictures. 

9 out of 12 respondents (75%) felt more connected with Community Research Partners with 
photos representing employees. 

8 out of 12 respondents (66.667%) believe a photo would be more appealing compared to a 
unique hashtag or link to video. 

7 out of 12 respondents (58.834%) believe 30-40% of the photos posted on social media 
should involve personal and internal interaction, depicting people. 

Overall, respondents believed that presentations, graphs, and videos would be more 
successful in displaying research than text. 

Messages 
11 out of 12 respondents (91.667%) would prefer social media messages generated to be from 
the voice of the company, not an individual. 

10 out of 12 (83.334%) respondents were more likely to check Community Research Partner’s 
Facebook page to gather information on the company. 

6 out of 12 respondents (50%) feel Community Research Partners should first mention people 
and clients, as opposed to replying, retweeting, or messaging, to generate interaction. 
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Content and Changes 
LinkedIn is by far the widest used SNS among Community Research Partner’s target 
demographic. 

• First and foremost for businesses 

• #1 SNS for professional recruitment 

Key successes are possible through a combination of maintaining quality company, group, and 
employee profiles. New clients can be acquired through recommendations and exposing users 
to content. 

• Important additions and changes to the current LinkedIn Profile: 

• Show available positions 

• Showcase brand 

• Use the “Products” tab effectively, add services 

• Fill the empty pages with information and examples of data sets 

• Refine company’s description and chunk text for more aesthetically pleasing read 

• Use “Groups” feature to facilitate safe discussion 
o Prospective clients will have similar goals 
o Discussion leading should be paramount for Community Research Partners 
o Answer niche and expertise questions 

• Employees are vital in company’s LinkedIn profile success 
o Content posted by employees to company’s page acts as a catalyst for 

interaction 
o Employees can facilitate company exposure 
o Employee connections add to company connects and sustain credibility 

• Highlight Community Research Partner’s campaigns 

• Cross social media platforms 
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Future Plan 

Phase 1: Update Company LinkedIn Profile 
• Make sure all information is up to date 

• Use “Products” page to explain work 

• Post recent reports 

Phase 2: Connect Employee’s LinkedIn 
• Have employee’s create or update LinkedIn presence and connect with company’s 

page 

Phase 3: Integrate QR Code 
• Create and print QR codes on business cards, brochures, etc., which links to 

Community Research Partner’s LinkedIn page 

Phase 4: Periodic Data Release 
• Post recent projects, reports, and data on regular basis 

 

Theory 

Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) 
• Message involvement coincides with ego involvement 

• Central vs. peripheral processing 
o Application: By explaining the benefits which Community Research Partners 

can provide to its clients and posting recent works the LinkedIn audience the 
company connects to its connections. Most of those connected likely have 
some involvement with nonprofit organizations and would process this 
information via the central route. Those without this level of involvement may 
seek additional material, processing Community Research Partners’ messages 
via the peripheral route. 
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Persuasion Heuristics 
• Authority 

o Application: Having Community Research Partners’ employees connect with the 
company pages, and with the company’s connections, will vastly expand their 
LinkedIn presence. This larger web of interactivity helps to establish credibility in 
their field and gives additional authority to their posts and data sets. Thus, 
Community Research Partners becomes more persuasive in their messages. 

• Consistency 
o Application: By consistently posting up-to-date information and reports to their 

audience it helps Community Research Partners to generate views and 
connections. Maintaining high levels of consistency can help increase traffic 
and involvement from their connections. 

• Reciprocity 
o Application: Community Research Partners is a non-profit and much of their 

work pertains to the public. By offering this information in digital or print form 
for LinkedIn connections, or even Facebook likes and Twitter favorites, the 
company can maintain a         tit-for-tat relationship with the community and 
grow in name. 
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Content and Changes 
Many changes need to take place throughout Community Research Partner’s current 
Facebook presence. The following have been flagged as instrumental in yielding more 
successful results. 

Visuals 
• Cover photo is cluttered and confusing, a more personable picture—of staff—would 

help establish identity and credibility 

• Profile picture will remain as logo, per survey results, it helps to establish the brand 

• Background photos should also be more personal image of company, possibly 
showing community outreach 

• Changes need to be made to the content in the “Information” section of the page 

 

Connections 
• Observe “liked” companies, and draw from their successes 

• Interact with individuals as well as companies 

• Promote other social media pages 

• Tag others in posts to initiate engagement 

• Stay in touch with clients, partners and employees 

 

Content 
• Post more than just visual data 

• Post regarding relevant holidays 

• Create pages to include videos, events and links to other social media 

• Use captions to explain photos; more words means more searchable 
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Events 
• Add events to Facebook page and promote them 

• Allow attendees to pre-network 

• Create excitement and anticipation 

• Encourage people to share event links with “share” button 

• Encourage attendees to invite friends to events 

• Post pictures and videos of events 

• Provide “save the date” for next events 

 

Traffic 
• Add Facebook “like” button to website through developers.facebook.com/docs/plugins 

• Facebook tools and plugins can be integrated into company website 

• Display RSS feed on company website 

• Provide regularly updated feed of links and information 

• Add news headlines, photos, or blog entries 

 

Analyze 
• Analyze Facebook activity with Insights 

o Provides free analytics for page administrators 
o Provides valuable demographic information 

• Use Daily Store Feedback to see interactions from users 

 

 
 

Theory 

Warranting Principle 
• Others’ statements are more valid than your own 
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• Include a mix of users generating information about person or company 
o Application: Increase the amount of photos on page, specifically those of 

members at events 

Social Cognitive Theory 
• People need to see the responses and consequences of their actions 

• Vicarious reinforcement tells them how to behave or to further engage 
o Application: Interact with users to make them feel effective and become 

involved with organization 
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Key Uses 

 Along with a template, which outlines how Community Research Partners should 
tweet for events (see Appendix), several steps can be taken to produce more successful 
results on Twitter: 

Use of links and tiny urls with 
www.bitly.com: 

Tiny urls allow the user to take a large 
website link and generate a much smaller 
version, in order to help adhere to Twitter’s 
140 character limit for Tweets. 

• Have employees tweet 
@CRP 

• Retweet other followers 
• Increase frequency of 

tweets 
• Use Hootsuite to listen 

and organize 
• Use tweets to drive 

connections to other 
social media 

  

 
 
 
 

• Establish identity for 
tweeter 

• Add image in profile 
background 

• Use favorites 
• Track how similar 

companies interact 

   

    

 

 

 

http://www.bitly.com/
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Theory 
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) 

• Central vs. peripheral processing 

• Long-term or short-term attitude change 
o Application: Promote message involvement with interactivity and customization. By 

promoting, retweeting, mentioning, and using hashtags Columbus Research 
Partners will generate interactivity, which can lead to a positive long-term attitude 
change. 

Social Identification Theory 
• People like me 

• Interpersonal and social relations 
o Application: If users look like me, interact like me (modeling behaviors). 

Converting profile picture to that of a person makes Community Research 
Partners more identifiable, this is likely to increase credibility and attitude 
change. 

Persuasion Heuristics 
• Mental shortcuts or rules 

• Authority: people tend to trust voices of authority and knowledge 
o Application: By tweeting in a professional tone, talking about Community 

Research Partners as a whole as opposed to individualistic tweeting, the 
company can come across as an authority to establish more trust and create 
more followers and clients. 
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What is HootSuite? 
HootSuite is a social media management system for brand management. The system’s 
interface takes the form of a dashboard, and supports social network integrations with Twitter, 
Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, etc. HootSuite is also available for mobile applications. 

 

How to use HootSuite 
This is what the home screen will look like when you have an account. This screen is also 
known has your Stream page. 

Home Feed on the far left, then all of you Mentions, then all of your Direct Messages, and 
then all of your Sent Tweets. 

 

 

 

As you can tell, there are other tabs in this photo, the first one is the Twitter Account, and then 
a Facebook account, and then two groups within the Facebook. All of the social media sites 
you connect with will have their own tab. 
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How to schedule a tweet/post 

1. On the far left hand side there is a picture of a paper airplane, click on that. That is the 
Publisher button.  

 

 

2. Next you will see a screen like the one below. And up in the left hand corner you will see a 
box where you can compose a message. This is when you will type out what you want to see 
in a tweet/post. 
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3. After you have your messaged typed you can do any of the following 

• Click on the paper clip icon to attach a file 

• Click on calendar icon to find the date and time of when you want the tweet/post to be 
published  

• Click on the upside down raindrop looking icon if you want to add a location to the 
tweet/post 

• Click on the lock icon if you want to add a privacy setting to the tweet/post  

 

 

4. Next, you will then decide what account you want this tweet or post to be sent from. You will 
find this in the box to the left of where you compose the tweet or post (above) 

5. Finally, you will see your tweet or post that you have scheduled in a list. It will look like this 
once you have scheduled one: 
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Events Tweeting Template 
The following is an outline for how to post on Twitter in preparation of an event, it includes: 

• Before: Counting down, previewing, and interacting with followers 

• During: Creating unique hashtags, broadcasting ongoing twitter chat, and sending out 
relevant information 

• After: Thanking attendees, ask questions about event, ask for next year 

Timing Purpose Examples 

   
When date 
is set for 
event, 
announce it 

Provide a save 
the date for 
connections.  
Tell people how 
to register 

Excited for our research conference coming up on 
September 27. Save the date and register at 
http://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?Ev
entID=1197348 
(use a shortlink) 
#datadriven13 
 

   

The 
following 
week 

Tell people 
where it is- 
interact with 
connections who 
are helping put 
on the event 

Thanks to @cbusconventions for helping us get data 
out to Columbus! We’re excited to work with you 
#datadriven13 

   

 Make 
accommodation
s easier for 
guests 

Need a place to stay? Check out the @holidayinn 
right around the corner from @cbusconventions 

   
 Have employees 

@CRPcolumbus 
to increase 
appearance of 
interaction  

@CRP we know it’s going to be a great turn out 

   

 Tweet at people 
who have 
registered 

@katiekeidan we’re looking forward to seeing you at 
#datadriven13 what part of the conference are you 
most pumped for? 

   
 Ask last year’s 

attendees their 
opinion of Data 
Driven 2012. 
Gives you 
feedback on 
what stood out 

@katiekeidan we’re making this year better than 
ever. What was most memorable last year? 
#datadriven13 

   

http://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventID=1197348
http://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventID=1197348
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When 
speakers 
are verified 

Excite audience 
for what’s to 
come 

Can’t wait to hear from ____ about the media report 
about _____ 
#datadriven13 

   
Ask for 
people to 
register 

Calls to action 
give people 
explicit direction 

#datadriven13 is only X days away. Have you 
registered yet? (link to register) 

   
If/when you 
get a new 
sponsor 

Make 
connections, 
thank people for 
their help 

Many thanks to our latest sponsor @UnitedWay for 
making #datadriven13 possible 

   
 Prompt 

interaction and 
provide 
customer 
service 

Have a question? We’ve got answers. Post to our 
Facebook page and we’ll clear up any confusion 
#datadriven13 
https://www.facebook.com/communityresearchpartn
ers (shortened link) 

   

When 
keynote 
speaker is 
defined 

Spotlight 
important people 
to inform 
listeners what 
they’ll be 
hearing  

Can’t wait to hear from keynote speaker 
@IdaRademacher she uses data every day. Check 
out how (link to her work) #datadriven13 

   

 Have people 
leading 
workshops tweet 
@CRP 

Pumped to work with @CRPcolumbus for 
#datadriven13  

   
 Clear up 

confusion, make 
sure 
connections 
know who you 
are and what 
you do 

Still not sure what we do? Check out our data work 
at http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm  

   

 Excite 
audiences, show 
what you 
provide with 
something they 
care about 
clicking on 

Who says data is boring! We’ve got Ohio’s most 
popular baby names right here. Did your name make 
the cut (post image and provide link) 
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?ac
tion=detail&id=158  

   

 Draw 
connections 
back to your 
site, make them 
aware of data. 
Show people 
how they 

Are you part of this population? Take a bit out of this 
#databyte 
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?ac
tion=detail&id=124 (shortened link)    

https://www.facebook.com/communityresearchpartners
https://www.facebook.com/communityresearchpartners
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?action=detail&id=158
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?action=detail&id=158
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?action=detail&id=124
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?action=detail&id=124
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connect to the 
information you 
put out 

 Identify with 
something 
everyone is 
concerned 
about, people 
will click on hot 
topics 

There is no place like home. Data on the housing 
market 
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?ac
tion=detail&id=140 #databyte    

When 
itinerary is 
finalized 

This can be 
tweeted multiple 
times 

Everything is in place, check out our itinerary (link) 
What are you looking forward to most? 
#datadriven13 

   
 Ask for retweets, 

people respond 
to direction 

RT if you’ve ever struggled with #infographics or 
#visualizations @jonthomas with 
@presentationadvisors has answers #datadriven13 

   
1 month 
away, 1 
week away, 
24 hours 
away 

Build up 
suspense and 
excitement 

Only one month away from #datadriven13 
#finalcountdown 

   

During 
Event 

*be sure all print 
materials show 
hashtag so 
people can 
tweet throughout 
the conference 

Broadcast twitter chat during keynote speaker. 
Prompt people to tweet questions that speaker can 
address at the end 

   

 Drive people to 
other places 
with content 

Didn’t catch the workshop on measuring impact? 
WE’ll have the video up on YouTube (link) in no time 
#datadriven13 

   
 Drive people to 

other places 
with content and 
shout out to 
speakers 

Awesome infographics @rossmeyer Find them on 
Facebook (link) if you missed them the first time 
#datadriven13 

   

 Numbers stand 
out to people, 
people like to be 
in the know. 
Also provides 
sneak preview 

60 free online research tools you didn’t know existed 
thanks to @columbuslibraries They’ll tell you all 
about what you’ve been missing at noon 
#datadriven13    

 Sponsor shout 
out. Thank them 
for their support 

@unitedway couldn’t have done any of this without 
you #thanks #datadriven13 

   

http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?action=detail&id=140
http://communityresearchpartners.org/14651.cfm?action=detail&id=140
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 Ask for a 
retweet 

RT if you’ve learned something new today 
#datadriven13 

   
 Ask for LinkedIn 

connections 
Want more of this information all the time? Connect 
with us (link to LinkedIn page) 

   
End of 
event 

Thank you Thanks to everyone who made it to #datadriven13  

   
 Ask for positive 

feedback 
Who was your favorite speaker today? 
#datadriven13 

   
 Ask for 

suggestions 
We want your opinion! How can we improve for next 
year? Planning starts now #datadriven13 

   
 Thank sponsors Couldn’t have been possible without @ 

   
 Thank partners Thank you to @ 

   
Post Event   

   
 Provide 

information for 
those who 
couldn’t attend 

Didn’t make it to #datadriven13? Check out what you 
missed on Facebook (link) 

   
 Provide 

information  
The videos are up! #datadriven13 is on YouTube 
(link) 

   
 Ask a question 

to prompt 
interaction 

What statistic was most surprising to you at 
#datadriven13? 
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 Provide photos Can’t thank our presenters enough (include image of 
speakers) #datadriven13 

   

      

Content Produced By: 

Aaron Aebie, Justin Cline, Andrew Conrad, Ian Gallagher-Wills, Lauren Hollewa, Katie Keidan, 
Alfred Langen, Amy Macynski, Ryan Reese, Kristin Rizzo, Stacy Diana, and Sam Wildman 
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